
TECHNICAL NOTES AND SHORT PAPERS 

On Modular Computation 

By Henry B. Mann 

It will be assumed that the reader is familiar w,ith the elementary theory of con- 
gruences [1]. 

Let in, M2, ... *, mn be s integers relatively prime in pairs and let Ml =MIM2 

im8. Let xl, x2, * * , x8be an ordered set of s integers such that 0 < xi < mi. 
There exists one and only one residue class x mod 31 such that x xi (mod mi) 
andwethereforewritex=(xl,x2," , X8).Ifx= (xl, ,x8),y= (y1,* ,Y.) 
then x - y = (x1 i Yy, * * , x8 4 y), xy = (x1y1, , x.y8), where the ith co- 
ordinates must be reduced mod mi. The symbols (xi, * , x,) are called modular 
numbers, but it should be kept in mind that (xi, * , x,) does not denote a num- 
ber but a residue class mod Ml. 

The purpose of this note is to describe a simple iterative procedure to determine 
the least non-negative residue mod Mll of a given residue class (xl, * * *, x,). 

The iteration process described below gives the least non-negative residue in 
mixed radix representation. 

Notation. The moduli are denoted by mi, m *, in8. We put mo = 1, 

li = (0, , 0, 1,0, , 0); i= 1, , s 

where 1 occurs in the ith position, 

7ri = mOmJ * . = 1, M* *, 

[x])u denotes the least non-negative residue corresponding to the modular number 
X = (x1, * * XS). 

The representation 
s-1 

[x]. m a ir , 0 < ai < min, i = 1, , (s -1) 
i-1 

is the mixed radix representation of [x]m . Because of the condition 0 < ai < mi, 
the mixed radix representation of a number a can be coded as a modular number 
Xa= (a,, ... , a,). 

Now proceed as follows: 
Find 

=E aiir,, 7r- E xij,fM (mod 311). 

The jth columns of the matrices (aij) and (xij) are residues mod mi, so that 
the rows of these matrices may be regarded as modular numbers. 

In forming (xi, * * *, x8) (aii) we proceed as in ordinary matrix multiplication 
but compute the ihner product x1ali + * + x8a8] mod mj. Similarly, in forming 
(a,, * * * , a.) (xij) we compute the inner product a1x1 + * * + agxj mod m J. Note 
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that if [Wm =].u- a31r , then (al, * * *, a,) (xij) = x, but x(aij) gives in general 
not the radix representation of x, but of (x(aij)) (xij)*. 

Given x = (xi, * , x,), the iteration proceeds as follows: 

x Ax Aa a 

x (X x a(') = x(aij) 
xt a a)(*) xx- x (x - x()(a j) a =-a + Aa( 
X(a) a(a)(xij) x - X (x - x(a))(a j) a = a + Aa(a 

The process ends when Ax = 0. 
The first two coordinates of x'l) will coincide vith the first two coordinates of x. 

Thereafter the first a + 1 coordinates of x*(a) will coincide with the first (a + 1) 
coordinates of x so that x(S l) = x and hence a(I 1) gives the mixed radix representa- 
tion of [xlM , the coordinates of a(S'1) being the digits of this representation. In many 
cases, however, less than (s - 1) steps wvill suffice. 

Example 1 (ascending order): ml = 2, m2 = 3, m3 = 5, m4 = 7. 

1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 
0 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 

(as3) = 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 6 
0 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 

x Ax Aa a 

1,2,2, 1,2, 1,0 
xI=1,2, 1,4 0,0, 1, 1 0,0, 1, 1 1,2,2, 1 
x2= 1, 2, 2, a 

Hence [x]2l0 = 1 + 2.2 + 2.6 + 1.30 = 47. 
Example 2 (descending order): m1 = 7, m2 = 5, m3 = 3, m4 = 2. 

1 2 01 111 
0 3 0 1 0 2 l 1 

ii 0 0 2 0, xij= 0 0 2 1. 
0 O 0 1 0 0 0 1 

x Ax Aa a 

4, 3, 1, 0 4, 2, 2, 1 
4, 3, 1, 1 0, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0, 1 4, 2,2 , 0 
4, 3, 1, 0 

Hence [4, 3, 1, 01210 = 4 + 2.7 + 2.35 = 88. 

Remarks: (1) Arranging the modules in ascenlding order may have an advantage 
because the matrices (aij) and (xij) are half diagonal and if 0 < y; < mj then also 0 < 

yj < mj+l so that yj never has to be converted. However, any arrangement will 
work. 

(2) N'o conversion to decimals is necessary to decide if [x ']M > [x 2) M. If 

[xl)] = Ej aj()irj, Lx(2)M = Ej aj2)rj, then [x')],u > [xW]jM! if and only if 
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 

a. > a, or a, =a., ,a a + si 

* Caution: The matrix multiplication defined above is not associative. 
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(3) All calculations are mod mi so that the digits of the mixed radix representa- 
tion of [xIM can be obtained using onily calculations mod mi. 

(4) The value x -x(a) can be obtained from .x -x(a) = x a- ) + x(a-i) - 

x(a) so that the modular niumber x need not be remembered dturing the whole 
process. 

(5) The matrices (a1j) and (xi,) are comptuted prelimiinary to the iteration 
procedure and are not part of it. 

Ohio State University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 

1. B. M. STEWART, Theory of Numbers, Macmillan, 1952, p. 111-113 and p. 130. 

Generation of Permutations by Transposition 
By Mark B. Wells 

1. Introduction. As discussed by Tompkinis [1], many problems require the 
generation of all n! permutationis of it marks (henceforth called arrangements). 
This note presents a generation scheme wherebv each step consists of merely trans- 
posing two of the marks. The bookkeeping is quite simple, thus this scheme is some- 
what faster than either the usual dictionary order method or the Tompkins-Paige 
nmethod [1]. Aklso, the important property of leaving the (j + 1)st position alone 
until all j! arrangements of the marks in the first j positions have been generated 
is preserved. 

2. Notation. An arrangement of n marks will be given by an n-tuple, (mt, M2, * 

mO). A permutation, that is, ani operation of permuting an arrangement of marks, 
will be giveen in cyclic form, with P's modified by subscripts as entries. The subscripts 
indicate the position of the marks to be moved in the n-tuple on which the permuta- 
tion is operating. For example, if a = (1, 2, 5, 4, 3) is an arrangement of fivre marks 
and p = (P1P3P2)(P4P5) is a permutation, then p(a) = (2, 5, 1, 3, 4). 

The bookkeeping for this genieration scheme is handled, as in most schemes of 
this type, by an ordered set of indices tk 'k , 3 n, where each tk assumes 
the valtues 1 throutgh k and indicates the progress of the sutbgeneration of the ar- 
rangements of marks in positions 1 to k. (This is essentially the "signature" dis- 
cussed in [1].) Thus there are n! sets of valtues for the th's, onie set for each arrange- 
ment of the n marks;. The set tk = 1 for all k corresponds to the initial arrangement, 
and successive sets are formed in dictionary order (assuming increasing significance 
with increasing subscript). An index k' gives at each step the smallest subscript k 
for which tk # k. 

3. The Generation Rules. The transposition required at each step depends on 
the current value of the index k' and on the corresponding value of tk,?1(tfl? is as- 
sumed = 1). The rtules are: 
I. If k' is even, then interchange the marks in positions A;' and k' - 1. 
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